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MONDAY, I DECEMBER 1980

BUILDlNG·SOCJETJES, CONVEYANCING AND REFORM OF

THE LEGAL PROFESSION

The Hon. Mr. Jus'lice M.D. Kirby

Chairman of the Australian Law Reform Commission

A CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON

:A Christmas luncheon should be an occasion of merriment. and cheer. A

Christmas lu'~cheon speaker should be the pur,:"eyor of warm good feelings and goodwill

towards men. B,ut in the circuit of post-prandi~l speakers, I scarcely rank as a Santa

Claus. I know' that it is sometimes difficult for good citizens to tell the erimison-robed

jUdge sitting in a cril1'lin~ trial from Santa. But Father Christmas I am n·ct. Ebenezer

Scrooge is one of the least celebra.ted of the para legal luminaries of the 19th ~entury.

(He actually ran' a lc9unting housel~hich I.assuf1le w.es a crude forerunner of the modern'

building soci.ety!-). ,H;is 'b~h, humbug' approach ·to proposals of reform and redempt.ion

ultimately gave way (as you will :recall) to selfrinsighf and con:,ersion. I am sure that in I

what I am' about to' say, the reaction of many of "'Ebenezer Scrooge's 20th Century

s,uccessors .would be a s~mil~r condemnation: 'bah, humbug'. r will not, .however, be

diverted, because r feel sure that most of them will live to see great changes in the role

of the legal profession and of building societies in our society. Some may even, like

Ebenezer,come to embrace change.

THE CONVEYANCING MONOPOLY

~ wis.h to speak to: you today abo~t the conveyancing monopoly. I refer to the

exclusive advantage which pr.tlctising solicitors enjoy in 'thE! performance, for a fe.e, of at

least some of the key transactions associated with most land title transfers. I hope to

show that'this is the subject of relevance. to bUilding societies in New South Wales and

beyond.
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I want to raise' for consideration whether the time is not fa,;t approaching (if it has not

already come) when responsible bodies such as building societies should be permitted,

under appropriate co.nditions, to provide all land conveyancing services for a fee, in

competition with the legal profession. The question is obviously relevant to the role and

function of building societies. If competition produced lower fees, it could also be

relevant to homebuyers. Available figures suggest that it would be of great relevance Lo

the legal profession. Surveys conducted in Britain and Australia show that land

conveyancing fees account for approximately half the income of lawyers.1 Cut-price

conveyancing operations have lately sprung up in Britain and in various parts of Australia.

The issue is tllerefore not a trifling one.

The New South Wales Law Reform Commission has a comprehensive reference

for the review of the legal profession pf this State. I am not aware of whether the

Commission plans to examine and make recommendations on the conveyancing monopoly.

Speaking recently in South Australia, one of the members of that Commission, Mr. Julian

Disney, expressed a personal disquiet:

[T] he dominant position which conveyancing occupies in the work of lawyers in New

South Wales has adversely affected the quality and ~t8nding of the profession in that

State. Undoubtedly, the major consequence of it has been to lead many lawyers into

heavy involvement as finance brokers so that a substantial number of them are more

accurately described as business p.eople than as lawyers. Many lawyers are now

operating as largely unregUlated members of the finance industry, and the resultant

huge defalcations have caused great hardship to clients and serious damage to the

image of the profession. Itt present, the new defalcations each year in New South

Wales are running .at about $3 million and th~ fidelity fund is not large enough to

meet those losses promp~ly. Leaders of the profession both in New South Wales and in

other jurisdictions where a similar problem exists have said privately that they would

like solicitors to be excluded from these areas.2

Quite apart from the New South Wales inquiry into lawyers generally, Royal

Commissions in Britain and Committees of Inquiry in Australia have specifically addressed

the issue of land conveyancing ano the ways to simplify and cheapen it. These are issues

of legitimate, and I would suggest, grOWing, concern for building societies Bnd their

members. Australia is very nearly at the top of the league in individUal owner-occupied

homes. Residence mobility is also increasing. Accordingly, home purchase is an jmpo~tant

and recuning fact in the life of the average Australian. The self-same ilnpetus to home

purchase and repurchase which brings so many Australians to bUilding societies requires

them to engage in land title transa~tions.A tiny minority perform the legal functions for

themselves.
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A growing minority do so, with the aid of bodies'such as the Law Consumersl Association,

using their fdo-it-yourself conveyancing kit1
•
3 The overwhelming majority engag.e a

lawyer. Rapid inflation in recent years has not only affected pay packet,s and tax scales. It

has a)so increased properly values. As conveyancing fees are generally calcula ted by

reference to such values, witho.ut necessary additional work, such fees have inexofnbly

risen. They rCl?resent, for most people, a significant c.ast. Indeed, they are probably the

most significant legal expense of their liv€s.4 In Australia, young p.€ople buying a holTie

usually go to a bank or building society. Under the present law l such a society or bank

cannot itself, as a bank or society, offer land conveyancing services for a fee. It must

send the purchaser to a solicitor. Until recently at least one building society in New South

Wales offered special help to first-time home buyers. 'Front el1d' savings were made by

eligible parties because the society met valuation, application fees ond normal settlement

costs for such purchases. Although this form of support was discontinued in 1980 following

the introduction of an interest rate concession., the Securities Department of the Society.

is used for all borrowers withih the .metropolitan area of Sydney, whe:re Torrens Titles are

involved, irrespective of whether the borrower is a first time homcbuyer or not. Solicitors'

fees in relation to mortgages are normally passed on to home' buyers by other lenders. Dy

attending to its own security documentation, the building society, on a $30,000 loan, can

save the purchaser $240 in fees. 5 But it is ~ne thing to save on the societyts legal

expens'es. This issue is :.should it go further? Should a society, in competition with the

legal Qrofession, be abll\o offer cheaper conveyancing services? Would this erosion of the'

lawyers' monopoly be in the pUblic interest? In a time of out-or-work lawyers, would this

be a desirable development? What are the issues at stake?

ARGUMENTS FOR DISMANTLING THE MONOPOLY

No responsible critic of lawyerly involvement in land conveyancing urges the

eXClusion of lawyers from the business. A small minority of land conveyancing. is

comp~~,cated, technical and fraug\lt with legol perils. But thanks to the Torrens system,

the g-reat bulk of it is fairly routine, a fact ref'lected by the very large part of the lawyer's

function frequently performed by intelligent secre~aries. The debate is not about lawyers'

involvement. It is about lawyers' mOTiopolies. The monopoly grew in a time more tolerant

to legally protected monoQoly than today's society is. As a result of bipartisan action, a

federal Trade Practices Act is now in force designed to prom,ote competition and to strike

down most business monopolies. The philosophy behind this A~t, significantly very largely

administered by lawyers, is that the pUblic interest is usually advanced by competition.

Competition, it is s~id, results in the gre~ter availability of c6mpeting ~oods and services

at the lowest .prices and at. the places and times at which they are most ne:eded. It

protects consumers, prqrnotes efficiency and technical progress, eliminates inefficient

suppliers and excess capacity and it prevents stagnation..
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There seems to be no doubt that non-lawyers can offer land conveyancing

services for fees substantially lower thun the scale fees applicable to legal practitioners.

A newspaper report indicat~s that one of the property transfer companies operating in

Sydl1ey charges a vendor a flat fee of $275 for the sale of a property for $100,000. The

solicitors' scale is $525.6 According to the same article, about six companies in the

field are charging rabout 50% of the solicitors! rate'. Legal proceedings have been

commenced to test the lawfulness of the operations of these companies, under the present

langu8.ge of the Legal Practitioners' Act. But I want to ask a more fundamental question:

whatever the present law is held to require is it in the interests of society that

non-lawyers should enter a market conservatively estimated at worth $200 million in

present fees.7

A spokesman for tile Law Consumers' Association, Mr. Max Burgess, £Isserts:

We are trying to provide a stimulus for reform and have had quite an impact so

far - even now lawyers are discounting their fees against themselves and us.

We are prcssing for the pUblic to become awnre -that there is an unfair

monopoly acting against them. The community is being made responsible for a

lot of lawyers ... Soon after they get through their Law School they become

conveyancing .~clerks. We think this is a waste of public money. It is a big

industry whic'h all comes from little people buying nnd selling.... There are a

lot of vested interests.8

The same spokesman has elsewhere expressed his case thus:

Torrens title conveyancing can be done by a person without any legal education

-or experience. Thousands have done -so using the Law Consumers' Association

do-it-yourself kit. They run ~nto problems and make mistakes - the type of

mistakes found in any solicitor's office - but none has yet come to grief. They

save themselves $500 to $1000 in legal fees and invarinbly complete their

business more quickly than a solicitor would have.9

According to Mr. Burgess, cut-price conveyancing is thriving and growing because of the

high cost of' solicitors' lal~d conveyancing and the ,largely clerical nature of the

overwhelming majority of the work typically involved.

Certainly, the significant incr"ease in the sale of do-it-yourself conveyancing

kits a'nd the rapid growth of non-lawyer conveyancing companies tend to demonstrate 11
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market demand. In a sense, what is happening in New South Wales appears to be reflecting

what happened more than a century ago in South Australia. Largely because of the

concerted opposition by the legal profession to the introduction of registered land titles,

land brokers began operations in South.Australia in 1860. They now perform !In estimated

95% of domestic land conveyancing business. They leave to the lawyers large-scale,

complicated or specialised, difficult iand transfers) 0 The pUblic has, as they say, IYoted

with its feet'. Some observers contend that- the concentration of lawyers in the difficult

and large cas€7s is more worthy of their training.and professional talents.

Criticism has been voiced of the comparison between South Australinn lond

brokers and Western Australian settlement agents and solicitors in the eastern States. It is

true that mpre work is performed in South Australia and Western Australia by real estate

agents or their equivalent and tilat aggregate cilarges, when taxes and other costs of

conveyancing are added, are not as great as the very significant difference between

solicitors l and land brokers! fees. ll However, when allowance is made for differential

property values in different States of Australia, the economic opinion has been expressed

that very appreciable differences remain between the total costs of conveyancing of

property in South Australia and the total costs in the States where solicitors enjoy their

legal monopoly. I 2

One of the reasons for the costliness of land conveyancing in Australia is that it

continues to be treated, overwhelmingly, as a form of adversary proceeding. Buyer, seller

and mortgagee tend to have their own separate lawyers. Of course, each hos separate

legal interests and, occasionally, separate lawyers are needed to protect those interests.

But from an economic point of view, the question is surely whether the input of such

exquisitely tr'ained and highly talented manpower is the only way to protect the public

against the very o?casional problems that arise. One American commentator, a vigorous

defender of lawyers as conveyancers and a critic of lay conveyancers, explained it thus:

If you step back and take a clear look at what you are doing you will find that

you treat conveyancing as an adversary proceeding in which you arc constantly

laying the predicate for a-law suit~ By contrast, your clients and the pUblic look

at the process as administrative. The seller wants to sell, and the buyer wants

to bUy. After they have agreed o,n a price, they want to get on with the

transaction as expeditiously as possible.... I am well aware of the risks which,

at least in theory,dog the buyer and seller of land.... But I think every

fair-minded lawyer'should ponder the point ... that the existing system spares

no expense to eliminate the possibility 'of minor losses but looks the other way

insofar as some of the major hazards Bre concerned.
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Are you straining at the gnat whilst swallowing the camel? Perfection is not

attainable, and at some point there must be a trade-off ,between the need for

protection. and the need for efficiency. In our profession there is a constant

danger that we become so obsessed with detail that we lose contact with

substance. With this in mind I rather suspect that the time has come for lawyers

to re-examine their procedures, not in terms of theory but.. in terms of what

pl'Belics] results they are attempting to achieve.l 3

This commentator, along with British and Australian reports14 has suggested ways of

.reducing the adversary-type process by adopting administrative procedures that will make

the trnnsaction more expeditious, cheap and efficient. The most obvious is the

introduction of the obligation of the vendor to supply greater information in advance of a

sale. lS But the introduction of steps of this kind merely postpone the fundamental

question. Is it in the pUblic interest that non-lawyers should be permitted to enter the

market of at least some land conveyancing? If so, what protections must be introduced to

guard against the perceived greater risk that mistakes will occur -and that people will

suffer losses?

Some observers suggest that the days of high costs nnd talented monopolies are

numbered anyway by reason of the new information technology. Associate Professor

Andrew Lang of the Law School -at Macquarie University has secured a grant from the

Australian Research Grants Committee to research in Australia and overseas the

maChinery that will be necessary to computerise much of the process of land title

conveyancing) 6 He is reported to be specifically inquiring into the possibili ty of a

central registry that would cut the numbers of inquiries to be made on property searches

from fifteen to-- one. A proposal made by me for a centralised and possibly even nati9nal

land use data bank was denounced by a past President of the Law Society of New South

Wales as a 'misty eyed' dream. But I happen to nave been chairing an O.E.C.D. committee

dealing with some of the social implications of what is, termed the 'informatisation' of

society: computers chattering away to computers via satellite and other means. Those

less familiar with the dynamic movements in automation of ,complex data can be forgiven

a baCkward looking attitude to the potential of computerisation in the land conveyancing

area. For my part, I have little doubt that in time, probably before the end of the

Century, the great bulk of land transfer conveyancing will be a relatively' simple

comp.uterised process. In such a world, the use of Skilled lawyers, at least in routine

transactions, could simply not be justified. Bui19ing societies and the legal profession

itself should be preparing for the world of informatics.
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guard against the perceived greater risk that mistakes will occur -and that people will 
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transactions, could simply not be justified. Buil9ing societies and the legal profession 

itself should be preparing for the world of informatics. 
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Of course, some critics of the monopoly urges that its demise would not be such

11 bad thing. They say it would redeploy the lawyers to tasks more worthy of their training

nnd intellect. In any case, it would terminnt~ law~Terly feather-bedding Hod professional

LUdditism.l 7 A recent editor.ial in Sydney expressed this thought as follows:

The question to be faced by the 1': gel profession is whether the legal monopoly,

justified without a doubt at that end of the scale where the skills of a highly

trained legal practitioner nre called fully iota play, ista be permitted to

continue in those areas of legal expertise where it is least called for, such as

the lucrative field of conveyancing. ShOUld not lawyers stick to the law, as

doctors stick to medicine? And would not the public be better served if, like

nurses and the array of para-medical, semi-professionals working in the field of

pUblic health, there was a comparable assortment of properly trained, properly

regUlated para-legal semi-professionals to improve the delivery of legal

services? 18

ARGUMENTS FOR THE STATUS QUO

Against these arguments are arraigned the arguments for the status quo. It is

pointed out that even if lawyers do not perform every aspect of a conveyancing

transaction themselv:~j'-;;'-they are in this regard no different to other professionals.

Furtherm~re, the client is covered at all times by the fidelity fund nnd, now, by

compulsory professional indemnity insurance. In countering this, one of the Sydney

conveyancing companies points out that it too enjoys insurance. Title insurance in the

United States was in fact the reason why land conveyancing was partly lost to lay

conveyancers fully c~vered by title insurance against the occasional incidence of

mistake. 19

The debate has, been, complicated in Sydney by the involvement in at least one

cut-price conveyancing enterprise of a former solicitor, removed from the rOll, WI10 then'

'fieeced' unsuspecting" trusting Clients, left unprotected by insurance or other indemnities.

The Law Society points out that it has no control over irregular activities of this kind, nor

is any other present control prOVided except by the monopoly requirement. Yet the Low

Society may be held responsible by the public to protect unsuspecting innocents from

wrongdoings of this kind.

More important is the consideration that some lay conveyancers (and most

do-it-:-yourself kits) rely on having a lawyer on at least one side of the transaction. In a

sense, some property owners 'ride on the coat tails' of others who pay· a full fee. 20 Is

this fair to the class of people engaged in property transactions as a whole? Is it fair to

the lawyers? What is to happen if both sides have incompetent or no advice?
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Is there any danger to thc aggregate social interest in certainty, particularly in reol

property title? Although this is not an argument against non-legal conveyancing

companies or responsible bodies such as banks and building societies becoming involved in

conveyancing, it musl be of concern as-do-it-yourself kits proliferate.

Some lawyers talk of 'cross-subsidisation' by which well-paid conveyancing

subsidises ill paid and labour intensive other work such as litigatic-n. 21 I have always

regarded this as a suspect argument. In the first place, a very large number of lawyers

who engE.;ged in conveyancing wor\< do little. or no litigation or commercial work. Though,

within a large firm, thel'c may be Tcross-subsidisation'~ the tendency to specialisation in

the legal profes'5ion makes this less valid today than oncc it might have been.

Furthermore, there may be inequity in transferring a SUbsidy from purchasers of lower

priced properties to other legal clients and more especially from lower priced properties

to higher priced properties, as tends to happen by the existence of a threshold minimum

fee. 22 It is an inefficient and unfair system of legal aid. We con surely do better.

Perhaps the most telling argument for the status quo, certainly the most

poignant, is to be found in a recent study of the legal profession in New South Wales by

Dr. Roman-Tomasic. As reported, Dr. Tomasic concluded:

By far the vast majority of property lawyers have only done the Solicitors'

Admission B~!Jt~ COllrse. Less than a third have done Law Degrees and I Imow of

none who have done post-graduate degrees. When property lawyers fight to

retain their conveyancing monopoly- they fight bitterly because there is nothing

else they can do. They cannot become litigation lawyers or commercial lawyers,

especially the older ones.23

Allowing for some hyperbole in this comment, the fact remains that a very great part of

the fees and a very large number of the lawyers of this country depend upon land

conveyancing. This dependence is presently bolstered and protected by a legal monopoly

inherited f!'Om an earlier time. At a time when young lawyers can sometimes not find

work and when technology will in any case take over some ~f the routine -work or'lawyers

(even within lawyers' firms) a decision to submit this significant sector of professional

people to the. bracing wind of competition is a decision to be made after careful thought,

wi th a clear-:-eyed view on the possible consequences.

Though doubtless they

mar.ket and useful for

Lawyers continue to play an important role in society.

must search for new roles and find activities, supported by the

loday's society, adjustment is painful and may take time.
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There are many unmet needs for lawyerly services in our community. A transfer of but

part of the talent presently devoted to routine land conveyancing seems bound to come.

By the same token, ~onveyancingat present represents a link between the community and

its legal profession which may lead on to the provision of other lawy.ersT services, where

needed. 24 History suggests that though land brokers, settlement agents and cut-price

conveyancers start cheap, they tend to seek professional status, with training

programmes, expensive regulation and consequent increasing income expectation.~5 It

is doubtful that the point will be reached in the lifetime of any of us het'e when, even with

the aid of the cOffil?uter, land conveyancing can be done universally without the aid of an

intermediary of at least some skill.

WHAT OF BUILDING SOCIETIES?

If the lawyers' monopoly is eroded or modified, what is the alternative? The

establishment of a bureaucratic solution, by which a government agency assists in land

conveyancing, has been dismis'sed by some critics as unthinkable. 26 Yet such a system

worked, apparently with some success, in Canberra, for a number of years when the

Department of the Capital Territory provided conveyancing services, initially for $50 I?er

transaction, to purchasers in the Capital Territory. In its heyday, the Department was

perforrni.ng about 35% of all conveyancing in the A.C.T. It handled about 2,300

settlements before its service was terminated in 1977. It was constantly criticised by the

local Law Society.

The provision of conveyancing services by financial organisations is not witflOut

precedent in Australia. For many years the War Service Homes Division and the Defence

Service Homes and the Australian- Housing Corporation provided services similar to those

offered" by solicitors for purchasers of land. The average charge for the service was less

than $150 p'er transaction, well below solicitors' charges. Similar services could be

provided for a large number of home purchasers if banks and co-operative building

societies were able to make available the facility of their conveyancing staff or to employ

solicitors or even" skilled clerks to "net in tAe purChase of land and the" ~reparation of

necessary documents. Indeed, even if external solicitors had to be engaged in such casesJ

there could still be considerable savings offered to many purchasers.

Some observers say that this will not happen. The American professor I have

already quoted says that there is simply no motivation for building societies to take the

initiative:
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; The major benefit to be attained from repre.senta'tion by soliCitors is security,

the major disadvantage, high cost. The building societies b~nefit [rom the

former nnd do not suffer from the latter. They have no incentive to change.

Furthermore, they have profitable business contacts with sOlicitors nnd look

upon solicitors and their clients as a source of funds. The societies do not wnnt

to disrupt these valuable business contacts. If the matter were otherwise, they

would shrink from the task of setting up large ;,ew departments in their own

orgnisations and hesitate to incur new liabilites of substantial but unknown

proportions.27

Apart from this lack of interest and the present state of the law, it has been suggested

that there may be reasons of principle why building societies sJ:1ould not be willing to offer

conveyancing services in competition with the legal profession:

Although the house buyer and mortgagee have many interests in common, they

have some which conflict. More important, the interest of the lender never

rises as high as that of the buyer. The lender wants security for a loan and

nothing else. This interest is unaffected by small defects in title nnti mnny

restraints upon the use of land. By contrast the buyer needs title free of all

liens and of all limitations upon occupation conflicting with his own

idiosyncratic plans. If mortgage lenders became conveyancers, the inevi.table

result is that the buyer enjoys little or no protection for those of his concerns

Which he does not share in common with the lender.28

Although this exceptional problem could be overcome by procedures of full disclosure and

separate advice where necessary, one suspects that title insurance and the employment of

people-of integrity nnd skill, such as the officers of building societies overwhelmingly are

doing, could meet most of the problems, certainly in the vast majority of routine cases.

CONCLUSIONS

I come to offer no solutions to the debate 1 have raised. It is not my co~cern.

Nor is it n Concern of the Australian Law Reform Commission. But nlllawyers toda~, and

particularly law reformers, should be involved in the consideration of the future of the

legal profession. That -future will, I suggest, depend more upon meeting community

demands than upon- hiding behind legal monopolies. Though the debate is still very much

alive, I suspect that the onus is upon the legal profession, to establish the case that the

legal monopoly in certain aspects of land conveyancing is warranted in the communities'

interests by the dangers Which a submission to the market place would involve.
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So far, J feel bound to say, the debate has proceeded at a rather low level. Meanwhile the

haemmorhage of the legal profession1s monopoly is in fact proceeding. It is proceeding

because B. dynamic market, with great profits at stake and aided nnd abetted by rapidly

changing technology, is forcing the pace. The community is unsympathetic to monopolies

and increasingly sceptical of professional claims. These movements obviously hove

portents for lawyers. They should be dosely observed by building s?cieties searching for

the ccimmunity ls interest.
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